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Letter 808a
TERMINAL DREAM
Trash Processing
2021-03-13
Dear Yeshua,
(from audio note)
Sunday, 21 July 2019, 6:50AM.
At about 6AM I woke from a dream. The dream had more content than what I can remember at this point.
But here is what I do remember.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was in a wooded area where there was a Garbage Dump and Trash processing area. The main task at
this Dump Site was to separate out the trash into smaller bins so that Garbage Trucks could come and
remove the different types of refuse to more appropriate areas.
I saw that the collection of bins and dumpsters had disgusting gooey garbage efLluent covering their
exteriors dripping on the ground.
I saw and heard workers who were working at the Garbage Dump. But all these people wanted to do was
argue about how to do the work, instead of actually doing the work. They were all focusing on
themselves, rather than on how to do the best job as a team.
END OF DREAM.
Post dream analysis says that:
I woke up only a little tired and sore from wrestling.
According to the Lord Holy Spirit, the people I was with in the dream were all HR. The Garbage they were
processing are Christians - Men, Women, Boys, and Girls. HR thinks of Christians as garbage, and thinks of
their work against the Church as Trash Processing. But this is in contrast to the teaching of Christ who
compared the Kingdom of Heaven to a hidden treasure; as it is written:
The Book of Matthew
Chapter 13
Verse 44
“Again, the kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a 6ield,
which a man found and hid;
and for joy over it he goes and sells all that he has and buys that 6ield.
After the dream I laid in bed thinking about how the Chinese Government has reduced its population
down to nothing more than a social popularity score, similar to the caste system in India. The
predecessor to today’s Caste Systems can be found in Revelation 18:11-13.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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